Live online learning – get facilitating now

**One session**
Two-hour live session facilitated by our expert for up to 15 attendees
Get the skills to deliver sessions now

**Logistics**
Every attendee to join from an individual computer or device with headset and microphone

**Objectives**

- **Communication**
  - Learn how to communicate effectively as a facilitator and get attendees communicating in a structured way

- **Using the platform and technical issues**
  - Discover how to share presentations, media files, create polls and more, plus how to provide technical support for attendees

- **Tools and engagement**
  - Use the tools in your platform and explore possibilities to get attendees engaged in interactive activities

- **Facilitation skills**
  - Develop the approach to bring your delivery alive, focusing on what face to face facilitation skills transfer to live online

- **Design concepts**
  - A look at design requirements for live online learning and direction on how to adapt your current materials

**Right for you?**

- **The live experience**
  - Active participation, getting hands on with the tools, communicating with the facilitator and each other plus practical opportunities

- **Acquiring the theory**
  - Understand the essentials of how live online learning works, the need for engagement, keeping attendees focused on the session and more

- **Gaining the skills**
  - See, understand and practice the skills so that you can facilitate interactive live online learning sessions

**Quick and cost effective**
Get your team delivering now

**FAQ**

**Contact**
01 Who is this for?
Organisations with face to face facilitators who have limited or no live online experience and need to get start delivering as soon as possible

02 How is it delivered?
Sessions are delivered live online in either Lightbulb Moment’s Zoom account or your own platform. This is essential for your facilitators to experience the tools first hand

03 How does it work?
Advanced concepts: design; platform; facilitation. Also not included is admin of the platform. We have modules and bespoke options as additional options if you require them

04 Practical elements?
This session provides a basic core foundation focusing on: platform, tools, technology, communication, engagement, technical issues, being professional and getting the best from your session and attendees

05 What’s covered?
Attendees will be provided the opportunity to get involved and participate in as many practical points as possible, supporting knowledge retention

06 Not covered?
Expert live facilitation with your staff allows for your team to not just experience the virtual classroom but get involved practically to help cement their learning experience

Get delivering now! £1495 ( +VAT)
Make an enquiry – *free consultation*

Before deciding if any of this is right for you, come and have a chat.

We love to talk all things live online learning and can even chat in our virtual classroom platform.

Jo is the virtual classroom expert and founder of Lightbulb Moment.

[jo@lightbulbmoment.info](mailto:jo@lightbulbmoment.info)  
+44 (0) 7970 101 554

Mike is the Business Operations Manager.

[michael@lightbulbmoment.info](mailto:michael@lightbulbmoment.info)  
+44 (0) 7900 814 128